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PART-A
(Maximum marks: 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question

carries 2 marks.

1. What is pipelining ?

2. What is the size of intemal RAM in 805i ?

3. What are the power-saving modes of 8051 ?

4. Distinguish between an editor and a debugger'

5. What is the fi.rnction of SBUF in serial comrnwrication ? (5x2=10)

PART-B
(Maximum marks: 30)

U Answer any .five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Explain the rnernory segmentation in 8086.

2. Explain the general architecture of a microcontoller'--

3. Write an 8051 Assembly Language Program for 8 bit multiplication+

4. Explain the format of IE register in 8051t

5. Draw the block diagrarn of IC 8255..

6. Distinguish between a seif assembler and a cross assembleri

7. Write a note on the pins and signals of the S-bit ports in 8051. (5x6=30)

PAKI]-{
Maxirnun marks: 60)

(Answer one full question frorn each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

Uxrr--l

m Explain the architecture of 8086. 15

On
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ry Describe the maximum mode configuration of 8086. 15

Uxrr-ll
V (a) Explain the various regisrers of 805i. g '

(b) Write a note on the logical insfuctions of 8051. 7

On

VI (a) Explain the pin diagrarn of 8051_ 10

(b) Write an 8051 assernbly language program to add trvo 8 bit numbers stored
in memory locations 3501 and 3502 and store the result in 3503 and 3504. 5

Uxrr-III
VII Discuss the role of IE, IP and TCON registers in connection with intemrpts. 15

On

VU Explain the different modes of operation of timer in 8051.

Urn-lV
IX With the help of a block diagram explain IC 8253. Also give the various

functions performed by the IC.

On

X Explain interfacing of 7 segnent display with 8051. 15
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